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Message from the leadership: Working the plan

/

The social impact sector is being profoundly affected by changes in
Canadian society. Charitable giving is showing weakness. The nature of
volunteerism is changing. The demographics of our population are
shifting dramatically.
These challenging conditions faced by charities and nonprofits provided the context in
which Imagine Canada developed our current Strategic Framework.
We understand that our sector’s ability to respond and adapt is critical to our ability to
thrive in the coming years. We understand that people in our sector see a need for
leadership and see us as credible and trustworthy in that role. And we are championing a
response to a call for systems-level change.
The Framework we are following lays a path to long-term sustainable impact, which takes
time. Time to build Canadians’ trust in and perception of charities. Time to nurture a
culture of data-based decision making. And time to shape policy that supports social
impact organizations.
The year 2017 was the second year of implementing the work laid out in our Strategic
Framework. It has been a year of continuing to make investments that will reap long-term
results. It has been a year of working the plan and gathering momentum while evaluating,
adjusting and recalibrating based on our early implementation.
We have ambitious plans for changing the future of our sector. The earliest returns are
starting to show, and we know that we need to continue to stay focused, sharp and in
alignment; investing our resources in those things that make the most sense for our
sector. We know where we are going and how to get there. We are leading where the
sector has asked us to do so.
Read on to learn more about the key activities and conditions for success that we put in
place in 2017.

~ Lynne Toupin, Chair, Board of Directors &
President & CEO

Building trust in charities

Bruce MacDonald,
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Canadians need: To feel trust and confidence in the charities they support.
Charities and nonprofits need: A way to quickly signal their organization’s
excellence, credibility and trustworthiness.
This signal is our Standards Program.
Through the Standards Program, Imagine Canada awards
accreditation to Canadian charities and nonprofits that
demonstrate excellence in five areas of operations: board
governance, financial accountability and transparency,
fundraising, staff management and volunteer involvement. In
2017, we took steps to strengthen this flagship
program further.
We developed and unveiled a new Standards Program Trustmark along with a
Trustmark Brand Kit to help participating organizations promote
their accreditation.
We grew the Standards Program, with 231 organizations accredited by the end
of 2017.
We surveyed Standards Program participants. Among survey respondents, 75%
indicated that they thought accreditation:
Had increased the professionalism and credibility of their organization
Led to more effective board governance
Helped them identify and reduce organizational risk
We ran the Standards Program’s first paid digital ad campaign to raise
awareness of the Trustmark and accredited organizations.

Seventy-two percent of survey respondents said accreditation increased
public trust in their organization. -2017 Survey of Standards
Program participants

Read more about how the Standards Program improved the
sustainability of Canadian Feed the Children at all levels of
the organization.
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Gathering the data charities need
Charities and nonprofits need: More data and knowledge to make decisions
and understand the landscape in which we operate, and in which we’ll be
operating in the future.
This is why we take the lead on research.
Imagine Canada has a long-standing track record of providing primary research. We
ensure the relevance of our sector by keeping it connected to information that helps
leaders and practitioners to make the best possible decisions. This is why we placed
significant emphasis on conducting research and sharing our findings in 2017.
Through the qualitative and quantitative research in our Personal Philanthropy
Project, we are seeking to reawaken philanthropy among affluent Canadians. In
2017, we released two papers: the first revealed important insights about the
giving behaviours of Canadians whose earnings are above average. The second
paper shed light on possible steps charities can take to “move the dial” in giving
attitudes and behaviours.
Partnering with London Benchmarking Group Canada, we published A Canadian
Opportunity. In this Corporate Community Investment Leadership Report, we
took stock of trends within the Canadian context and ways that business leaders
are leveraging community investment as an opportunity to drive innovation and
nurture vibrant workforces.
Our Young People & Nonprofit Work report looked at the experiences,
aspirations and challenges young people face as they explore a career in the
nonprofit sector. The report included recommendations for nonprofits on how to
support young workers, who are essential to the long-term sustainability
of the sector.
We were contracted by the Rideau Hall Foundation to prepare 30 Years of Giving
in Canada, a report on trends in charitable giving. In the Fall of 2017, we
released an executive summary of the report, which is part of the Foundation’s
Giving Behaviours Project, with the full report released in early 2018.
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Organizations that are adept at understanding changing attitudes and
preferences will be in a better position to adapt their messages and tactics.
- #30YearsofGiving Executive Summary

Shaping policy around social impact
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Charities and nonprofits need: To work collectively when advocating for
public policy change that affects our sector.
This is why #WeAdvocate for the sector.
Imagine Canada is uniquely positioned to play a leadership role in positively influencing
the regulatory environment in which charities and nonprofits operate. In recent years, we
have moved to a network approach to public policy, with significant progress in 2017.
We continued to roll out more policy working groups, advancing work in the
areas of political activity reform, youth employment in the sector, data, and
Accounting Standards.
Early in 2017, the Senate held an Open Caucus on the future of the sector at
which our Chief Economist spoke, and which was followed up with the formation
of a Senate Special Committee, studying the effects of government laws and
policies on charities and nonprofits.
At our 2017 Charities Day on the Hill on October 17, we kept the momentum
going, with more than 40 charity and nonprofit leaders from across Canada
gathered in Ottawa to lobby MPs, Senators, senior officials, and cabinet ministers
on issues that affect us all. The very next day, Senator Ratna Omidvar asked a
question in the Senate, concerning the timing of the government’s response to
the advisory panel recommendations on political activity reform; this initiated
forward movement that continues to carry on into 2018.

Read more about United Way Canada’s role in our 2017 Charities Day on
the Hill and why it matters.

Improving Canadians’ perceptions of charities
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Canadians need: A shift in mindset from overhead and rankings to impact
and effectiveness – so they can better understand the true value of social
impact organizations.
This is why we amplify the sector’s voice.
Reframing the public conversation about charities and nonprofits is
challenging and in 2017, we identified a need to better understand
the key drivers of current opinions and attitudes. While we develop
and reframe the work itself, we continue to help social impact
organizations to speak with a unified voice, delivering messages
that communicate our impact and value as a sector.
We used our 2017 Holiday Giving Campaign to share the
results of our Raising Charitable Children national survey. The online study found
that parents broadly recognize the value of raising children to be kind
and generous and that the majority of parents surveyed think:
Children or teenagers who regularly give to charities are more likely to
become happy, caring adults.
It’s important that children and teenagers understand charitable giving
benefits everyone by making communities stronger.
The campaign resulted in 199+ national and local media hits and an estimated
reach of 10.5 million impressions.

89% of parents believe in inspiring their kids to give to charities.
- Raising Charitable Children national survey

Building our capacity
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Imagine Canada needs: Stability and sustainability to effectively pursue
our mission over the long term.
This is why we are strengthening our operations.
Our funding environment continues to be challenging, so in 2017 we continued moving to
a greater focus on our income-earning services, the Caring Company Program, Grant
Connect, and the Standards Accreditation Program. We have been investing in these
social enterprises to provide increased value to our stakeholders.
In the summer of 2017, we began renewing our Caring
Company program for companies that demonstrate
leadership and excellence in community investment.
Updates to this program included new promotional
benefits, the release of our first corporate community
investment report, a new brand Trustmark, as well as a
new online application and renewal process for these
companies who help to set the standard for corporate
community investment.
We continue to improve the reliability, technology
and the data behind Grant Connect to increase
the value of the service and the success of our
users. When an outage affected our Grant Connect
users in January of 2017, the experience tested and ultimately strengthened our
teamwork and commitment to customer success. We thank our customers for
their loyalty and understanding as we employed resources across Imagine
Canada to quickly resolve the issue and for supporting us while we ensured
integrity, transparency, and close collaboration with users was present
throughout the process.
While this report highlights the key accomplishments and activities of 2017, a great deal
more foundational work was being done to support our sustainability and our long-term
goals. For example, we refreshed our brand to reflect the forward-focused vision of our
organization and the charitable sector. We convened our Sector Champions, an
enhanced level of Imagine Canada membership for leaders in our sector. And we secured
a new stream of core funding from an anonymous donor: a critical enabler of our plans
for financial stability and mission accomplishment.

This is an exciting time for the social impact sector and for Imagine Canada.
We thank everyone who has been working together, gathering the force we
need to make systems-level change.

“We have been privileged to work with the people of Saskatchewan and are
proud to work with organizations such as Imagine Canada to make positive
things happen in Canadian communities.”
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Learn more from Tracey Mucha at Access Communications Co-operative, an
Imagine Canada #CaringCompany.

“You only have so many arrows in your quiver and you want them to hit the
bullseye without wasting time, effort and money.”
Learn more about why Paul Evered of the Gastrointestinal Society uses
Grant Connect.

The information below for the year end December 31 is derived from the financial
statements for 2017, which were audited by RSM Canada LLP. Our complete audited
financial statements and T3010 Registered Charity Information Return, as filed with the
Canada Revenue Agency, are available at our Annual Reports section.
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Detailed Financial Statements (PDF)

The Rhythm of Our Organization
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We are only able to carry out our mission through the talent of the
individuals we attract.
The hard work of our staff, board and volunteers have enabled us to achieve something
remarkable. At the heart of all our actions within the sector is the desire to make sure we
are a place people want to be, so we’re creating that culture. Each person owns part of
the strategy: our people are central to our success.
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Corporate / Business Supporters
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Investors Group Inc.
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As well as the many participants in Imagine Canada’s Caring Company Program, whose
fees help to support our work.
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